


Heritage and Reminiscence
A Heritage Lottery Funded project



Looking 
Back
A network of 

reminiscence sessions 

across the country, 

each with their own 

local identity, 

celebrating the rich 

sporting and social 

history of Rugby League 

Kicking the problems of 

social isolation into 

touch and tackling the 

issues of memory loss 

illnesses



Sporting 
Reminiscence 

• Sport has a powerful recuperative effect 
throughout life – for those suffering from social 
isolation and even for those suffering from the 
debilitating consequences of  memory loss 
illnesses.

• Remembering one’s playing and/or supporting 
days, great sporting events – both the triumphs 
and the disappointment, brings pleasure,  
creates conversations, stimulates memories and 
creates connections



Shelves full of  
Rugby 

League 
Memories

As the memory is ravaged by Dementia, the 

newest memories are the first to disappear… 

leaving, for a time at least, older memories…

What’s left is a personal sporting heritage library. 



Why does it 
work?

• Men particularly are poorly served when it 
comes to dementia support – knitting and 
nattering, choirs and craft sessions don’t suit 
everyone

• Rugby League – on field ferocity but touch-line 
community

• Open to everyone – home and away supporters

• Aging supporter base

• The professional sport and amateur game have 
localised geographies - the “derby” match can 
involve teams 2 or 3 miles apart

• Players often played for more than one local 
team

• “Working Man’s Pride” – asking for help not 
commonplace, preference is to be “invited in”



The impact

• “I get my dad back – talking 
about his sport – just for a 
few minutes it’s like the 
dementia hasn’t got hold of 
him”

• “It’s a relief not to have to 
start all the conversations”

• “Those were the days – we 
had a REAL team”



Sporting 
Heritage

• Sporting Heritage enthusiasts 
sharing their knowledge, 
photos, recordings and 
memorabilia

• Loans from sporting heritage 
collections

• Families of former players 
donating their memorabilia

• Fans donating their 
collections of programmes
and newspaper clippings



A celebration of the Dewsbury Rams Rugby League 
club’s history; the players who have played in red, 
amber and black, the officials and the supporters of 
the team since its formation.



• Why now? 2023 - A Champion Year
• 125 years since the club was formed

• 80 years since Dewsbury won everything in 1943, managed by Eddie Waring 
but were then disqualified for fielding an illegible player which led to the 
league being declared null and void

• 50 years since the championship win when Dewsbury overcame Leeds Rugby 
League Club against the odds

• 35 years since the fire at Crown Flatt, the historic stadium

• 2023 – the year Dewsbury Rams were promoted 





What have we done so far?













Engaging 
young 
people in 
the heritage 
of Dewsbury

Making the 
project relevant –
Panini Stickers



Ogden’s 
Cards

• In 1894 Ogden’s, one of the biggest tobacco 
companies in the UK, began adding free cigarette 
cards into its range of cigarette packets, however it 
wasn’t until 1935 that they  included cards with 
caricatures of  footballers and rugby players







George Mitchell
Debut v Leeds  20/3/1926

Heritage Number

353



• What next?
• Collecting family stories

• Cataloguing the programme 
collection

• Curating the Museum 
content

• Ensuring the resource is 
maintained and sustained 
long term

• How?
• Engaging with more 

people

• Supporting our volunteers

• Working with the club and 
the lottery fund manager 
to ensure we get most 
impact from our funding.
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